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Innovative Anoto Digital Pen and Paper Applications to 
Showcase at AHIMA   

Anoto Partners Demonstrate Powerful Healthcare Applications and Share 
Experience   

Boston, MA, October 8, 2007 – Anoto, the inventor of Anoto Digital Pen and Paper 
technology, will demonstrate several revolutionary Anoto Digital Pen and Paper partner 
applications at American Health Information Management Association (AHIMA) booth 
130 on October 8-11.  

“The breadth and scope of our partners’ pioneering healthcare applications using our 
Digital Pen and Paper Technology has been quite successful and is fulfilling a long 
standing gap in the industry”, says Anders Norling, CEO of the Anoto Group.  

Digital Pen Systems, a recent Anoto partner award winner, will present its innovative 
Anoto Digital Pen and Paper system, and they will explain how proven long-term care 
quality improvements and streamlined documentation can improve clinical team 
decision-making.  Additionally, Digital Pen Systems will highlight a new and exclusive 
Anoto Digital Pen and Paper provider contract involving CDW Healthcare, OkiData 
Printing Solutions, and one of the nation’s largest Group Purchasing Organizations, 
HealthTrust Purchasing Group.  

Targeting the clinical laboratory outreach market, Halfpenny Technologies will demo its 
RoutePen, the web-based courier management and routing solution that uses Anoto 
technology.  RoutePen’s simplicity of gathering a real-time specimen count and location 
data, combined with a robust alerting system, enhances a laboratory’s ability to service 
clients’ specimen pick-up needs and customer service demands.  

IS2BE is announcing its clincal Electronic Medical Record solution. It captures charts, 
patient history and physical examination information and provides transcription and 
searchable clinical data. The solution works with your current EMR or stands on its own 
as your EMR solution.  

Pearson will exhibit its new Docuscan Patient History and Docuscan Patient 
Registration systems, highlighting the ease at which they capture patient information 
digitally and how they can be used by patients in addition to medical staff.  These 
solutions use Pearson’s revolutionary PAROS

TM 

Technology that incorporates Anoto 
Functionalitiy with Pearson’s proven data capture technologies.  Pearson’s Docuscan 
solutions provide the digital pen and paper conduit into any EMR or Practice 



Management system.  

 

Satori Labs, featuring its enterprise forms automation solution called FusionForm®, will 
display applications currently deployed at major health facilities, oncology centers and 
national drug testing labs across the country. FusionForm, based on Anoto Digital Pen 
and Paper, has been adopted by key corporate healthcare customers because of such 
unique benefits as ease-of-use, productivity gains and instant ROI.  

For more information:  

Ebba Åsly Fåhraeus,  VP Marketing 
Forms Anoto Group AB +46 733 45 
12 28  

Anoto Group AB  
Anoto Group is the world leader in Digital Pen and Paper technology and inventor of the first commercial Digital Pen and Paper 
system, allowing quick and reliable transmission of handwritten text from paper to digital media. Anoto works with a global 
network of partners focusing on user-friendly forms solutions for efficient capture, transmission and storage of data for a variety 
of business segments including healthcare, banking and finance, transportation and logistics, government and education. The 
Anoto Group has approximately 100 employees across its offices in Lund (head office), Boston and Tokyo. Major shareholders 
are Norden Technology A/S, Robur and SEB. The Anoto share is traded on the Mid Cap of the OMX Nordic Exchange in 
Stockholm under the ticker ANOT. For more information: www.anoto.com 

 
 


